Air Quality Awareness Campaign

Beyond the Front Door
National Weather Service

Click on the map above for detailed alerts or Warnings By State ▼ Go Public Alerts in XML/CAP v1.1 and ATOM Format
2018 Central Ohio Commuter Challenge – July 16–27
2018 Central Ohio Commuter Challenge Mode Participation

Multimodal Trips Distribution

- Transit: 1619
- Bike: 39
- Carpool: 38
- Vanpool: 230
- Telework: 476
- Walk: 430
- Bikeshare: 867
Benefits of The 2018 Commuter Challenge

Program Impacts

- **3700** fewer vehicle trips
- **412** fewer parking spots needed
- Employees saved **$12,756** by commuting sustainability
- The Central Ohio Commute Challenge reduced 23,193 pounds of carbon emissions...this is the equivalent of planting 483 trees